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Abstract:
Comparing the use of NEX and NEMU has been significant in the
study. Determining the error rates of both method has shifted the
practice of insertion to NEMU method alone. Nurses became
more compliant and knowledgeable in NG/OG tube insertion. It
has gained awareness on the management and placement
NG/OG tube insertion. The change of practice is attributed to the
pilot study, thus it has shifted the method of insertion from NEX
to NEMU Method. After the implementation of the NEMU
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hospitalization . Data on the exact number of NGT/OGT use in

Methodology:

This is an Observational, Descriptive study that uses a tool
to monitor the positioning compliance for Nasogastric
tube.
PILOT STUDY: A preliminary study was conducted in NICU
for 90 patients from January to May 2016. No problems were
encountered with the use of the tool. The expected values
for the NEX (Nose, Ear, Xyphoid process) and NEMU (Nose,
Ear, MID-Umbilicus) Method: the computed x2 value is
8.7132. Since x2 is 8.7132 with a degree of freedom of one
and an x critical value of 3.841, we accept HA. There is a

significant difference between the two methods of
insertion on the correct position of the tubes.

hospitalized children are unknown. NGTs/OGTs are short-term
solution in providing enteral nutrition (EN) and medications to

The Quality project of the unit has changed the
practice of nurses from NEX to NEMU Method
because it is safe and effective. The use of NEMU
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Alternate Hypothesis (HA) : If NEMU Method is used then;
optimal positioning of OG/NG Tubes will be achieved.

Research Setting:
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Dubai Hospital.
Sample: All the patients admitted in NICU with NGT/OGT
insertion confirmation required by X-ray is included in this study
from January-December 2016.

Conclusion:

The compliance rate for each month with the use of
NEMU method from June to December is illustrated on
Table 1. Chi square was used to treat the data. With a p
Value of 0.05 and a computed value of 0.000, the use of
NEMU Method has been significant in the optimal
positioning of NG/OG Tubes.
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